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TURBULENCE AND INSTABILITIES IN ROTATING CHANNEL FLOW

SIMULATIONS

G. BRETHOUWER, P. SCHLATTER & A.V. JOHANSSON
Linné FLOW Centre, KTH Mechanics, SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

1 Introduction

In this study, we investigate periodic-like instabilities occurring in turbulent channel flow subject to rapid
spanwise rotation. It is now well established that turbulence is enhanced on the so-called unstable side and
damped on the stable side of a channel at low to moderate spanwise rotation rates [2], but at high rotation
rates it is also strongly damped at the unstable side as shown by recent DNS at friction Reynolds number
Reτ = 180 [1]. A linear stability analysis showed that beyond a critical rotation number Rob = 2Ωh/Ub all
modes with kz 6= 0 decay for a given Reb = Ubh/ν [3]. Here Ub is the bulk mean velocity, h the channel
half-width, ν the viscosity, Ω the rotation rate and kz the spanwise wavenumber. This stability analysis was
convincingly supported by DNS; when Rob was larger than the critical value a disturbed channel flow became
fully laminar after some time. However, the so-called Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) modes with kz = 0 are not
directly affected by spanwise rotation. Commonly, the growth of TS waves is inhibited by turbulence in wall-
bounded flows, but DNS by Wallin et al. [3] indicated that when turbulence is sufficiently weakened by rotation
TS waves can grow and cause instabilities.

Numerical studies of rotating channel flow were so far restricted to low Reb. Our aim is to study rotating
channel flow at higher Reb since it is likely that turbulence damping and flow relaminarization are sensitive to
Reb. In particular, we want to examine whether and when instabilities can occur and get a better understanding
of their formation and evolution.

2 Direct numerical simulations

We have used a spectral code to perform DNS of fully developed spanwise rotating channel flow with Reb fixed
at 20000 for Rob 6 1.2 and at 30000 for 1.5 6 Rob 6 2.4. The domain size is 8πh × 3πh in the streamwise and
spanwise direction in all cases and the spatial resolution in terms of wall units is similar as in other well-resolved
DNS. When statistically stationary, Reτ based on the mean of the shear stresses at both walls is 1000 at Rob = 0
but declines when Rob is increasing. At the highest rotation rate Rob = 2.4 and Reb = 30000, Reτ is close to
300, which is the Reτ of a fully laminar flow at this Reb, indicating that turbulent stresses are very weak. The
mean velocity profile in this run is accordingly close to the laminar Poiseuille profile.

When the rotation is not too high the turbulent kinetic energy, wall shear stresses and other flow statistics
have similar temporal variations as for other wall-bounded flows according to time series, however, when Rob >

0.9 the temporal variations are suddenly much larger. Figure 1(a) shows as an example the time series of the
averaged wall-shear stresses τw at the stable and unstable channel side and the volume integrated streamwise
velocity fluctuation urms at Rob = 1.2 and Reτ = 420. Both τw at the stable side and urms show sudden,
synchronous and sharp rises followed by a decay in a periodic-like manner. Figure 1(b) shows for the same
simulation the mean profiles of the velocity fluctuations in all the three directions during the sudden bursts
(dashed lines) and during the relatively calm periods in between those bursts (solid lines). We see that the
turbulence in the unstable (left) part of the channel is hardly affected by the bursts whereas in the stable part the
turbulence intensity is low in the period between the burst but that during the burst all three fluctuating velocity
components are strongly enhanced. Similar periodic-like features are also observed in the other simulations with
Rob > 0.9 although the time period between the bursts and their intensity depend on Rob.

An explanation of the periodic-like bursts is that at high Rob turbulence is weak at the stable channel side
(figure 1.b) and therefore cannot inhibit the formation of two-dimensional Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) waves.
Figure 2 gives evidence for the presence of such TS waves with wave length 2πh in one run. These TS waves
can be observed on the stable side long before a burst occurs and grow slowly at first. However, after some time
their growth rapidly accelerates and they become unstable producing Λ-shaped vortices. Figure 3(a) shows a
visualization of such a Λ-shaped vortex in its early stage and figure 3(b) one in a later stage when it starts
to break down and then produce intense turbulence as shown by figure 1(b). The turbulence destroys the TS
waves and then it slowly decays so that after some time TS waves can grow again and the cycle repeats itself.
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Figure 1: (a) Time series of the volume integrated urms and the mean wall shear stress τw at the stable and
unstable channel side. (b) Rms values of the velocity fluctuations during a burst (dashed lines) and in the calm
period in between the bursts (solid lines). In both cases Rob = 1.2 and Reτ = 420.
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Figure 2: Snapshots of (a) the wall-normal velocity in a streamwise-wall normal plane near the stable channel
side and (b) the streamwise velocity in a wall-parallel plane near the stable wall at Rob = 1.2.

Figure 3: Visualizations of a Λ-shaped vortex near the stable wall (a) at Rob = 1.2 and (b) at Rob = 1.5.
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